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Increasing�elaboration�of�the�auditory�endͲorgan�during�evolution.��Increasing�length�of�the�
‘cochlea’�associated�with�higher�frequency�hearing.��Upper�limit�in�turtle�~�1�kHz,�in�chicken�
~�5�kHz,�in�humans�~�20�kHz.���

Although�the�length�of�the�auditory�epithelium�is�only�1�mm�long�in�turtle�(a�representative�
reptile)�compared�to�~�30�mm�long�in�a�mammal�(human),�nonetheless�the�turtle�
epithelium�is�tonotopicallyͲarranged,�with�highest�frequencies�represented�nearest�the�
saccule,�and�lower�frequencies�further�away.��
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Tonotopic map of turtle cochlea based on ‘ringing frequency’ of hair cell membrane 
potential.  Above data collected by intracellular recording from solitary hair cells, 
individually – isolated by dissociation from the basilar papilla.  So here, NO acoustic 
or mechanical stimulation was used.  Rather, a square current step was injected 
down the electrode to depolarize the hair cell.  The voltage-response to this purely 
electrical stimulus exhibited all the features of the sharply-tuned hair cell resonance 
previously revealed by acoustic stimulation in the intact inner ear.  
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Von�Bekesy�described�the�cochlear�‘traveling�wave’,�a�frequencyͲdependent�pattern�of�
vibration�resulting�from��the�varying�mechanical�stiffness�of�the�cochlear�partition/basilar�
membrane.��This�animation�illustrates�vibration�patterns�for�a�lower�and�higher�frequency�
tone.��At�the�cochlear�apex�the�basilar�membrane�is�broad,�thin�and�flexible.��At�the�
cochlear�base�the�basilar�membrane�is�narrow,�thick�and�much�stiffer.��Smaller,�stiffer�
objects�tend�to�vibrate�at�higher�frequencies,�while�longer,�more�flexible�objects�tend�to�
vibrate�at�lower�frequencies.��You�might�imagine�the�cochlea�as�a�kind�of�musical�harp,�with�
short�strings�(at�the�base)�sounding�high�frequencies,�longer�strings�(at�the�apex)�sounding�
lower.��
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Fig. 5 Examples of mammalian audiograms. (a) Horseshoe bat (Long & Schnitzler, 1975);
human, guinea pig, mouse (after Fay, 1988); elephant, blind mole rat (Heffner & Heffner, 1982,
1992). (b) 60 dB hearing limits for a wide range of terrestrial mammals (adapted from Heffner,
2004 and Heffner & Heffner, 1992). (From Vater & Kössl, 2011, with permission.)
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What is Animal Communication? 
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How signal honesty is maintained 
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Handicaps: Quality Handicap (Costs) 

Gazelle “stotting”  •  Display is costly 
•  Higher quality individuals 

display better (?) 
•  Predators avoid stronger 

displayers 

Hygrolycosa*rubrofasciata*Fig.'10.25:'Lycosid'spider'
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Handicaps: Quality Handicap (Costs) 

See Figure 10.24 Low'Quality'

High'
Quality'

Costs lead to honest 
signaling IF they are 
affected by individual 
quality 

Blue = benefits 
Red = costs 
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Handicaps: Quality Handicap (Costs) 

See Figure 10.24 Low'Quality'

High'
Quality'

Costs lead to honest 
signaling IF they are 
affected by individual 
quality 

See Figure 10.26 

Differential benefits 
can also lead to 
honest signaling…. 

Handicaps: Signals of Need (Benefits) 
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Red = costs 
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Lecture 16: Reliable Signals 

Mike Webster 
Animal Communication  

(BioNB 4260) 
Spring 2014 

Reading: pp. 397-418 

Photo'by'Bryan'Neff'

Index Signals 
Figure'10.29'
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How signal honesty is maintained 
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Conventional Signals 

More'Aggressive'

Fig.'10.33'

Conventional Signals 

Fig.'10.33'



Signal benefits 

Lifespan  Mates 
per year 

Offspring 
per mate 

Total RS 
(fitness) 

sexual selection 

(Reproductive success) 

Natural selection 

(survival) 



Signal functions 

Signals of need/solicitations 
 
•  Interests aligned? 

•  Benefits to sender/receiver? 

•  How honesty maintained? 



Signal functions 

Food calls 
 
•  Interests aligned? 

•  Benefits to sender/receiver? 

•  How honesty maintained? 



Signal functions 

Alarm signals 
 
•  Interests aligned? 

•  Benefits to sender/receiver? 

•  How honesty maintained? 



Signal functions 

Mating signals 
 
•  Interests aligned? 

•  Benefits to sender/receiver? 

•  How honesty maintained? 



Signal functions 

Threat/aggression/dominance signals 
 
•  Interests aligned? 

•  Benefits to sender/receiver? 

•  How honesty maintained? 
 



Movie: signal functions 

•  List functions of signals shown 

•  What component of the signaler and 
receiver’s fitness are increased through 
the use of each signal? 



Announcements 

•  Field trip 

•  Singing mice! 


